The Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society will conduct an auction on February 8, 2013, at 2215 Millstream Road, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, one half mile east of the intersection of Routes 30 and 462. Sales for the rest of 2013 will take place on April 12, June 14, September 13, October 11, and December 13. The auction not only specializes in local and denominational history and genealogy of southeastern Pennsylvania, but also includes theological works and other types of material of interest to the nationwide constituency. Please refer to the last page of the catalog for book auction procedures. Individual catalogs are available from the Society for $8.00 ($4.00 for Society members) + $3.00 postage and handling. Persons who wish to be added to the mailing list for the rest of 2013 may do so by sending $16.00 ($8.00 for Society members) with name and address to the Society. Higher rates apply for subscribers outside of the United States. All subscriptions expire at the end of the calendar year. The catalog is also available for free on our web site at www.lmhs.org/auction.html.


8. The Table Talk of Martin Luther, ed. T. Kepler, 1952. xxiii. 345pp (dj, sis, pnp, yp, gc); Martin Luther’s Basic Theological Writings, ed. T. Lull, 1989. xix, 755pp (pb, bib refs, signed by editor, front cover creased, gc); Smith, P., The Life and Letters of Martin Luther. 1966. xvi, 490pp (lp, b/w ill, bib refs, ind, sis, yp, front cover blemished, gc); Luther’s Works: Church and Ministry II, Volume 40, ed. C. Bergendoff and H. Lehmann, 1958. xv, 410pp (dj, bib refs, ind, is, pnp, yp, gc).


12. The Lutheran Handbook for Pastors; Martin Luther: Selections from His Writings, ed. J. Dillenberger;
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67. [Denner, Jacob. Christlich- und erbauhliche Betrachtungen über die Sonn- und Festtages-Evangelia des ganzen
Jahrs, nebst einem Anhange verschiedener Predigten über besondere Texte. sowohl aus dem Alten als Neuen Testamentes;
und einer Bemerkung von dreyen Predigten über das heilige Vater Unser . . . . Frankenthal am Rhein: Ludwig Bernhard
Friedrich Gegels, 1792. [xv], 1502, [57]pp (ds, yp, tp and few front pp missing [tp photocopied], front and back covers
missing, spine cover torn and partly missing, pc).]

Des zweyten Theiles, erster Band. Osnaburgh. (Stark County, Ohio): Heinrich Kurz, 1833. 432pp (al; exlib; added tps:
Eine sehr betrihette Bitt-Schrift der armen und elendigen Christen und Ein Klauer Bericht und Schriftliche Anweisung von
der Excommunication; caif; ds; yp; covers worn; clasps missing; mc).

69. Etliche schöne Christliche Geseng/ wie sie in der Gesengkniß zu Passaw im Schloß von der Schweitzer Brüdern
durch Gottes gnad geticht gesungen worden [Ausbund]. 1564. Mennonite Songbooks, German series, vol. 1. Facsimile of
only known copy in Goshen College library; reprint ed., Amsterdam: Frits Knuf; Nieuwkoop: B. de Graaf, [1971]. 119 lvs
(dj, pb, vgc).


71. Eine Sammlung von Geistreichen Sterb- und Begräbnis-Liedern für Christen und allen Venennungen. Mit Fleiß
gesammelt aus den besten, alten und neuen geistreichen Lieder-Büchern von mehreren Freundes des Herrn. Lancaster,
Pa.: John Bar’s Söhnen, 1867. 175pp (al, foxing, ds, syp, spine cover torn, covers sl warped, mc).

72. Internal and External Perspectives on Amish and Mennonite Life. Edited by Werner Enninger. Vol. 1-2. [Essen:
Unipress]. 161. 240pp (pb, b/w ill, 1 stis, syp, several loose pp, 1 back cover and spine cover missing, mc to gc); Das
Pennsylvaniaisch Deutsch Lese und Koloring Buch. 3rd printing. [Aylmer, Ont.]: Pathway Publishers, 1979, c1976. 105,

73. Brunk, Emily. Eespelkamp: The Mennonite Central Committee Shares in Community Building in a New
Settlement for German Refugees. Frankfurt, Germany: Mennonite Central Committee, 1951. [iv], 42pp (pb, b/w ill,
foxing, sl tear on front cover, gc); Lanning, James Walter. The Old Colony Mennonites of Bolivia: A Case Study, Thesis
(M.S., Texas A&M University, 1971). xi, 130pp (pb, typescript, b/w ill, bib, w/additional slip, signed by author, foxing,
syp, yellowed covers, gc).

74. Gingerich, Melvin. The Mennonites in Iowa: Marking the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Coming of the
Mennonites to Iowa. Iowa City, Iowa: State Historical Society of Iowa, 1939. 419pp (bib refs, ind, exlib, syp, gc); Martin,
Ezra, Mennonite Settlement, 1887-1915, May City, Iowa, Osceola County. [Ephrata, Pa.: Author, 1983]. [v], 40pp (pb,
b/w ill, sis, syp, covers loose, mc).

75. Pickin’s: The Best of Festival Quarterly’s First Six Years. Edited by Phyllis Pellman Good. Good Enterprises:
1980. 57, [1]pp (pb, oblong, b/w ill, signed by many of the writers, front cover sI creased, gc); Strangers at the Mill

1990. 96pp (pb, many b/w ill, yp, gc); Friese, Steve. A Modest Mennonite Home [Hans Herr House]. Interourse, Pa.,
Good Books, 1990. 128pp (pb, many ill, bib, ind, few page corners creased, vgc); Horst, Irene. Reflections of 704: A
Author, 1977. 32pp (pb, b/w ill, sl foxing, gc).

77. Lapp, John E. Studies in Nonresistance (Outline for Study and Reference). N.p., [194-?]. [i], 31 lvs (pb,
page corners creased, sl rolled, mc); Jan Luiken, Printmaker, 1649-1712: EMC Gallery Exhibit, Feb. 8-March 5, EMC

sl bent and creased, gc); Good, Merle and Phyllis. 20 Most Asked Questions About the Amish and Mennonites. Lancaster,
Pa.: Good Books, 1979. 96pp (pb, b/w ill, bib, ind, vgc); Songs and Excerpts from Strangers at the Mill. New Holland, Pa.:
Pen-Ger-Men Productions, 1968. [34]pp (pb, b/w ill, vgc).

in French, syp, gc).

80. Hostetler, John A. Educational Achievement and Life Styles in a Traditional Society, the Old Order Amish. U.S.

81. Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage. Lancaster, Pa.: Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society. 1 bound vol of

82. Mennonite Cyclopedic Dictionary: A Compendium of the Doctrines, History, Activities, Literature, and
Environments of the Mennonite Church, Especially in America. Edited by Daniel Kaufman. Scottdale, Pa.: Mennonite


129. Same as above. 1 bd vol: Vol. 36 (1943-44). 1119pp (b/w ill, ind, syp, covers soiled, gc).


135. Same as above. 2 bd vols: Vol. 6 (1901-02); Vol. 7 (1902-03). 151, 211pp (half bound, ub, b/w ill, exlib, syp, spine covers torn, covers sl worn, gc).

136. Same as above. 4 bd vols: Vol. 8 (1903-04); Vol. 9 (1904-05); Vol. 10 (1906); Vol. 11 (1907). 275, 395, 434, 425pp (2 b/w ill, exlib, 1 caif, 1 few loose pp, poorly bd, mc).

137. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 12 (1908); Vol. 13 (1909)-Vol. 14 (1910); Vol. 15 (1911). 358; 287, 312; 311pp (marbled endpapers, b/w ill, few loose pp, poorly bd, mc).

138. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 16 (1912); Vol. 17 (1913); Vol. 18 (1914). 298, 39; 303, 20; 276pp (half bound, ub, b/w ill, syp, gc).

139. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 19 (1915)-Vol. 20 (1916); Vol. 21 (1917)-Vol. 22 (1918); Vol. 23 (1919)-Vol. 24 (1920). 352, 342; 163, 150; xv; 185, v, 230pp (marbled endpapers, b/w ill, exlib, caif, syp, poorly bd, mc).

140. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 25 (1921)-Vol. 26 (1922); Vol. 27 (1923)-Vol. 28 (1924); Vol. 29 (1925)-Vol. 30 (1926). 155; 231; 183; 152; 136; 138pp (marbled endpapers, b/w ill, exlib, 1 caif, syp, gc).

141. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 31 (1927); Vol. 32 (1928); Vol. 33 (1929). 156; 272pp (half bound, b/w ill, ind, exlib, syp, gc).

142. Same as above. 3 bd vols: Vol. 34 (1930); Vol. 35 (1931); Vol. 36 (1932). 352; 348; 354pp (half bound, fps, b/w ill, exlib, syp, gc).


144. Same as above. 2 bd vols: Vol. 41 (1937)-Vol. 42 (1938); Vol. 43 (1939)-Vol. 44 (1940). 200, 224; 188, 100pp (marbled endpapers, b/w ill, ind, exlib, syp, gc).

145. Same as above. 22 bd vols: Vol. 45 (1941)-Vol. 90 (1986). ca. 150-300pp/vol. (some marbled endpapers, b/w ill, bib refs, ind, exlib, some syp, gc to vgc).


147. Markham, Gervase. Markham’s Farewell to Husbandry; or, The Enriching of All Sorts of Barren and Sterile Grounds in Our Nation, to be as fruitful in all manner of Grain, Pulse and Grasse, as the best grounds whatsoever. Together with the annoyances, and preservation of all Graine and Seed, from one yeare to many yeares. As also, a husbandly computation of Men and Cattel’s dayly Labours, their expences, Charges, and utmost profits: Now newly the sixth time, revised, corrected, and amended, together with many new Additions, and cheap experiments: For the bettering of Arable Pasture, and Woody Grounds: Of making good all Grounds againe, spoyled with over-flowing of salt water by Sea-beaches; as also, the enriching of the Hop-garden. And many other things never published before. London: Printed by...


183. Richards, Thomas Witwer; Denise Witwer Lahr; and Sally Miller Atkinson. The Witwer Legacy: Lancaster County Swiss-German Sons and Daughters. Alexandria, Va.: Global Printing, 2010. 456pp (dj, signed by one of the authors, b/w ill, maps, bib refs, ind, nc).


187. Van Dyke, H., The Lost Boy, 1914. 68, [1]pp (fp, b/w ill, caif, ds, covers blemished, gc); The American Pocket Library of Useful Knowledge, comp. T. Clarke, 1841. 63pp (b/w ill, ind, exlib, several pp loose, foxing, yp, covers blemished, mc); Urban, J., Battle Field and Prison Pen; or, Through the War, and Thrice a Prisoner in Rebel Dungeons. . . 1882. 486pp (fp, b/w ill, ps, yp, covers worn and blemished, gc); Goodwin, R., A Brief & True Report Concerning Williamsburg in Virginia: Being an Account of the Most Important Occurrences in That Place from Its First Beginning to the Present Time. . . 1941. xii, 406pp (al, fp, b/w ill, fold-out maps, ind, exlib, yp, gc).


Meister; Schiedermair; :L., Der Junge Beethoven; Bie, O., Richard Wagner and Bayreuth; Briefe Beethovens und das Heiligstädter Testament, ausgewählt von A. Klarer (first 3 items dj, gc).

Hitzig, W., Johann Sebastian Bach, 1685-1750: Sein Leben in Bildern: Die kleine Chronik der Anna Magdelena Bach; Gerber, R., Johannes Brahms; Nowak, H., Verdi; oder, Die Macht des Schicksals: Ein Lebensroman; Farga, F., Der späte Ruhm: Hector Berlioz und seine Zeit; Reich, N., Clara Schumann, Romantik als Schicksal: Eine Biographie; Haschen, R., Franz Liszt; oder, Die Überwindung der Romantik durch das Experiment (all but first item dj, gc to vgc).


Kahn, F., Das Buch der Natur: Das Weltbild der modernen Wissenschaft in allgemeinverständlicher Darstellung, vols. 1-2 complete; Kahn, F., Der Bau: und Funktionen unseres Körpers allgemeinverständlich dargestellt; Mohr, A., Hohe Schau am Bodensee; Das Bodenseebuch, 3 annual iss.: 1946 and 1948/49 (2 copies); (first 3 items dj and in slippcases, last 4 items pb, last item ds and wrinkled pp, mc to gc).


Goethe, Johann Wolfgang, von, Mit Goethe durch das Jahr: ein Kalender, 16 annual iss.: (1949-50), (1953-54), (1956-67); Zürich, Artemis-Verlag, ca. 110pp/ss (pb, ub, b/w ill, yp, gc).


11 mostly German books: Scholz, Bühren’sches Lese-Vergnügen für Bücherfreunde, -leser, -sampler, Bibliothek und Bibliomanen; Stoessl, Antike Erzähler:von Herodot bis Longos; Christaller, In Deinen Toren Jerusalem: Jüdische Legenden; Walter, Einen Testament, ausgewählt von A. Klarer (first 3 items dj, gc).


Genealogy, Local History and Heraldry, Catalogs no. 6 and 10, comp. Tuttle Antiquarian Books; Regional Americana, Catalog no. 17, comp. Tuttle Antiquarian Books; Genealogy & Family History, Catalog no. 18, comp. Tuttle Antiquarian Books; Genealogy and Local History, Goodspeed’s Catalogue no. 598: The Evelyn Family Library: Which Will be Sold at Auction by Christie, Manson & Woods Ltd.; The American Society of Genealogists, Genealogical Research Methods and Sources; The American Genealogist, Being a Catalogue of Family Histories (first 6 items pb, items 1 and 5 ps/ss/ppn, last item yp, gc).


220. 6 novels by S. Weir Mitchell: Circumstance, 1901. 495pp (syp, covers sl worn, gc); Westways: A Village Chronicle, 1913. 510pp (syp, gc); Dr. North and His Friends, 1900. 499pp (syp, gc); Constance Trescot: A Novel, 1905. 384pp (caif, syp, gc); The Red City: A Novel of the Second Administration of President Washington, 1908. 421pp (fp, b/w ill, syp, gc); A Madeira Party, 1922. 366pp (fp, syp, front cover soiled, gc).

221. 6 items by Henry James: Notes of a Son & Brother, 1914. 479pp (clear dj, fp, b/w ill, syp, yellowed endpapers, gc); Notes and Reviews: A Series of Twenty-Five Papers Hitherto Unpublished in Book Form, 1921. xx, 227pp (clear dj, bib refs, fp, gc); Notes on Novelists with Some Other Notes, 1914. 360pp (clear dj, syp, yellowed endpapers, gc); The Middle Years, 1917. 119pp (clear dj, fp, some uncut pp, syp, gc); Confidence, 1880. 347pp (caif, syp, gc); The Reverbator, 1888. 229pp (clear dj, syp, gc); Sabin, E., William James and Pragmatism (Thesis [Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1916]). v, 29pp (bp, bib refs, sl yellowed pp and covers, gc).


224. 16 miscellaneous auction catalogs and bibliographies on aviation, military science, and space exploration (all but 1 item pb, 1 exlib, gc to vgc).


244. Cross, Harold E. Ohio Amish Genealogy. Holmes County and Vicinity. Baltimore, Md.: Division of Medical Genetics, Department of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, [1967]. 160pp (pb, syp, yellowed covers, gc); Yoder, Joseph W. Rosanna of the Amish. Rev. ed. 5th paperback printing. Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1976. 251pp (pb, yp, cocked, covers sl yellowed, mc).


248. Broadsides: “Public Sale of Livestock and Farming Implements, Wednesday, March 14th, 1951, on the Premises in Manor Township on the Road Leading from Mountville to Central Manor. . .” For Mrs. John Martin. 7” x 4½” (3 copies, edges sl torn, gc).


256. 6 Church of the Brethren items: Schwalm, V.F., Albert Cassel Wieand; Conner, A., Sectarian Childrearing: The Dunkers, 1708-1900; Stover, W., India, a Problem; Zigler, M.R., To Serve the Present Age: The Brethren Service Story; Gehman, C., Children of the Conestoga; Frantz, E., A Bonnet for Virginia (first item dj, last 3 items pb, gc to vgc).

257. 9 Church of the Brethren items: Slabaugh, W., The Role of the Servant; The Church Today and Tomorrow, ed. D. Wieand; Moomaw, I.W., Crusade Against Hunger; Conner, A., Sectarian Childrearing: The Dunkers, 1708-1900; Bowman, S.L., Choosing the Christian Way; Zigler, E., A Book of Worship for Village Churches; Gehman, C., Children of the Conestoga; Frantz, E., A Bonnet for Virginia (first item dj, last 3 items pb, 1 duplicate, gc to vgc).
270. Vent’s Unabridged Illustrated Polyglot Family Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments, Together with the Apocrypha; Translated Out of the Original Tongues, and with the Former Translations Diligently Compared and Revised. To Which Are Added a Concordance, the Psalms of David in Metre, Selections from Bible Lyrics, and Also an Illustrated Bible Dictionary. Cincinnati: Hitchcock & Walden; Chicago: Vent & Goodrich, n.d. 576, 104, [8], [577]-768, 41, 22, 2, 13, [1], [10], 82, [32]pp (gilt edges, eng, blank family record pp, syp, spine cover torn, front cover loose, covers worn, mc).


277. Maguire, J., Creative Storytelling: Choosing, Inventing, and Sharing Tales for Children; Young, C., Jack Ranger’s Western Trip: or, From Boarding School to Ranch and Range; The Log-Cabin Lady: An Anonymous Autobiography; Wiggin, K., Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, Unabridged; Robinson, H., Rolling Along; The Family Album, ed. A. and N. DeMoss (first item pb, last item padded covers and ght edges, gc).


280. Sanders, Charles W. Sanders’ Union Speller: Being a Clear and Complete Exhibition of English Orthography and...

281. Digest of the Vehicle Code--1929 [of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania]; Brooks, L., Great American Autos, from 1890 to 1930, with Contemporary Pictures and Photos; Legislative Documents: Miscellaneous Documents Read in the Legislature of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania During the Session Which Commenced at Harrisburg on the Third Day of January 1953; Time Table of Great Indian Peninsula Railway (1946); Basic Police Procedure; Crocker, L., The Official National Survey Maps with Descriptive and Historical Guide for All Eastern States; Diplock, B., A New System of Heavy Goods Transport on Common Roads; The "Reading" Full-Fashioned Knitting Machine: Parts Catalog (first 4 items pb, item 4 covers and some pp missing, last item 2 fold-out pp and some pp stuck together, mc to gc).


283. The Heidelberg Catechism; or, A Summary of Christian Doctrine as Used by the German Reformed Church in the United States of America, 1866; Evelyn Grey: or, Flowers Thrive in Sunshine, [187?-?]; Sheldon, C., In His Steps: "What Would Jesus Do?" n.d.; [Newton, R., The King’s Highway; or, Illustrations of the Commandments], [1873]; Benson, J., The Life of the Rev. W. de la Flechere: Compiled from the Narrative of Rev. Mr. Wesley, the Biographical Notes of Rev. Mr. Gilpin, from His Own Letters, and Other Authentic Documents, Many of which Were Never Before Published, 1837; [Lyttton, E.], Devereux: A Tale, vol. 1 only of 2 vols., 1835 item 4 tp missing and eilb mc).


290. Pennsylvania Archives, 2nd ser., vols. 1-13, 15-19; 3rd ser., vols. 24, 26; 4th ser., vols. 1-3, 6, 9-12, ca. 700-1000pp/vol. (ub, half bound, marble covers and endpapers and edges, some eilb, syp, some spine covers torn/missing, some covers detached, 1 covers missing, mostly mc to gc, 1 pc); 8th ser., vols. 5-8, ca. 700-1000pp/vol. (ub, syp, gc).

291. Same as above. 2nd ser., vols. 1-4, 7-10, 12. ca. 700-1000pp/vol. (ub, half bound, marble covers and endpapers
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and edges, 1 duplicate, some exlib, syp, 1 spine cover torn, 1 spine cover taped, covers sl worn, mc to gc).

292. Ledger for East Lamerau Board of Road Supervisors, Henry Ressler, secretary. 273pp (14″ x 9″, al with some red binding and gold trim, marbled endpapers, entries dated 1905-06, mostly blank pp, stis, syp, cover corners worn, gc); Order book, entries dated 1902. 195-296pp with many missing pp (15½″ x 6½″, edges ds, spine cover sl torn, covers soiled, syp, yellowed endpapers, pc); Photograph album of 40 undated b/w photos apparently of ship cruise with scenes of Quebec and Bermuda with captions stamped on photographs (oblong, 9½″ x 15″, many blank lvs, softcover, covers sl worn, gc).


316. 4 items by Max Lucado: When God Whispers Your Name, 1994. 243pp (dj, is, syp, gc); And the Angels Were Silent, 1992. 264pp (dj, bib refs, ps, syp, gc); A Gentle Thunder: Hearing God Through the Storm, 1995. xii, 227pp (dj, bib refs, syp, gc); No Wonder They Call Him the Savior, 1986. 199pp (fb, is, gc).


319. 3 maps: Topographical map. Lancaster, Pa., quadrangle, 1908 (folded, yellowed, edges torn, sl moth-eaten, mc); Topographical map. Middletown, Pa., quadrangle, 1904 (folded, yellowed, edges torn, moth-eaten, mc); Soil map of Lancaster County, 1900-01 (folded, in 2 pieces, col map, sl torn, sl yellowed, gc).


327. Five Plays from Shakespeare, ed. K. Miller. 1964. 236pp (fp, b/w ill, rbd, exlib, syp, covers sl worn, gc); Bishop, C., and E. Fuller, Rash Acts: Eighteen Snapshots for the Stage: An Anthology of Short Dramatic Work from Twenty Years of Touring Repertory. 1989. 197pp (pb, vgc); Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, ed. E. Smith, n.d.152pp (syp, gc); Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, with annotations by O.J. Stevenson, 1915. xxii, [i], 130, 6pp (fp, fp, b/w ill, stis, syp, gc); Seydewitz, Baroness, Schiller: Ein Lebensbild. 1937. 78pp (pb, b/w ill, stis, front cover sl torn, gc).


342. Journal of Mennonite Studies, Winnipeg. Man.: Published by the Chair in Mennonite Studies at the University of Winnipeg. 20 annual issues: Vol. 8 (1990)-Vol. 26 (2008), ca. 150-300pp/iss (pb, b/w ill, bib refs, 1 duplicate, 1 ds, is, ppn, gc).


352. 6 items by Dumas Malone in the series, Jefferson and His Time: 1. Jefferson the Virginian; 2. Jefferson and the Rights of Man; 3. Jefferson and the Ordeal of Liberty; 4. Jefferson the President, First Term, 1801-1805; 5. Jefferson the President, Second Term, 1805-1809; 6. The Sage of Monticello, ca. 500-700pp/item (all pb, 3 fp, b/w ill, bibs, ind, 1 ds, 1 s, syh, 1 front cover creased, 1 front cover torn, 1 back cover torn, gc).


373. An Introduction to Mennonite History: A Popular History of the Anabaptists and the Mennonites, ed. C.J. Dyck, 1967. 324pp (pb, bib refs, ind, stis, is, covers creased and sl yellowed, gc); Viewing New Creations with Anabaptist Eyes: Ethics of Biotechnology, ed. R. Miller, B. Brubaker, and J. Peterson, 2005. 308pp (pb, b/w ill, bib refs, ind, nc); Yoder,


384. Same as above (pb, fp, b/w ill, bib, ind, edges sl soiled, front cover sl creased, gc); Brumbaugh, Martin Grove. A History of the German Baptist Brethren in Europe and America. Mount Morris, Ill.: Brethren Pub. House, 1899. xxii, 559pp (gilt edges, rbd, fp, b/w ill, bib refs, caif, yp, back cover and spine cover loose, mc).


430. 3 untitled facsimile art prints by Reichsdrukkeri, Berlin, enclosed in portfolio: Christ teaching group of people. 11” x 15” (no. 776, in paper frame, ds, yellowed, gc); Arrival of travelers at inn. 16¾” x 13½” (no. 96, in paper frame, ds, yellowed, gc); Man on horseback in armor [scene from The Pilgrim’s Progress?]. 14¾” x 11” (no. 19, ds, yellowed, gc).

431. 3 facsimile art prints in portfolio bearing name of Irvin B. Horst: Hofman, Pieter. “Graf van een Viking Koning.” 19” x 22½” (sl creased, yellowed, gc); Christ breaking bread, seated in company of 3 men. 10¾” x 14” (yellowed, gc); Van Gogh, Vincent. “De ronde van de gevangenen.” 16½” x 11¾:” (enclosed in clear plastic cover labeled Haags Gemeentemuseum, colored, vgc).